If your "dream hunt" is a rifle hunt on a high fenced Central Texas hunting ranch,
Lonesome Ridge Ranch is the place for you. We specialize in providing a small number
of high quality, premium guided whitetail rifle and bow hunts to discriminating hunters
every year.
Lonesome Ridge Ranch consists of 2672 acres of high fenced, carefully managed
Central Texas deer country. We are in Eden Texas within easy reach form Houston
about 6hrs and Austin about a 4-hour drive
The Texas Whitetail Deer management program begun over 80 years ago has evolved
over the years and includes year-round supplemental protein feeding and food plots to
ensure that our deer have the necessary nutrition to reach their full potential. Coupling
this proven nutritional program with a strict management plan which restricts the harvest
of our Texas Whitetail Deer and Exotics to only those animals which have reached
maturity, enables us to offer truly exceptional Texas Trophy Deer to our hunters.
Hunts are guided and are conducted from various types of ground or tower blinds over
corn/protein feeders or food plots or by safari/stalk style. Due to the topography of the
Ranch, this is a true Texas hunting experience.
The Ranch supports a large deer herd of both Texas Whitetails and Exotics and hunters
can expect to see a large variety of these animals during each hunt session.
Hunters stay, in a comfortable, fully furnished, two-bedroom, two-bath Ranch House
with satellite TV and central heat and air.
No more than six hunters are allowed on the Ranch at any one time the total
satisfaction and safety of our Hunters is paramount.
We start our day with coffee/juice and a light breakfast and then you and your guide will
head to the stand for the morning hunt. Weather and deer movement will dictate a midday lunch and siesta or a mid-day hunting session. When the weather is nice you can fill
in midday with target shooting or just relaxing. The afternoon hunt will follow with your
guide and you hunting until dark. The evenings are typically spent around the ranch with
good conversation and an adult beverage.
All this is waiting for you at Lonesome Ridge Ranch.

